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ON THE WALSH FOURIER COEFFICIENTS

KYUNG-HWA KIM AND YOUNG-TAlK CHUNG

1. Introduction

Let {~,,} be a system of functions orthonormal and uniformly bounded
over an interval (a. b). Suppose I~,,(x) I~M for all xE(a. b) and all n.

We have the following Paley's theorems on Fourier Coefficients. (For
the proofs, see [7])

Given a sequence of numbers Cl, C2• .. , we write

THEOREM 1. 1. (i) If fEL~. 1<P~2. and if Ch C2• ... are the Fourier
coefficients of f with respect to ~h ~2..... then ~/I[cJ is finite and ~.p[cJ

~A,M(2-~l/.Pllfllp. where Ap is a constant depending on p.
(ii) If given numbers Ch C2• ... satisfy the condition ~lI[cJ<oo for some

q~2. then there is an fELlI having the c" as its Fourier coefficients with
respect to {~,,}, and such that IIfll ll~A/M:1I-2l /1I~1I[cJ.

The function f is the limit. in LlI. of S,,=Cl~l+... +Cn~n as n~oo.

(iii) Moreover. we may take A/= All'. where q' is the conjugate exponent
of q.

Given a sequence of complex numbers Ck~O, we denote by {Ck*} the
sequence Icxl, IC21,'" rearranged in decreasing order. Write ~,*[cJ=

~,[c*J.

THEOREM 1. 2. (i) Under the hypothesis of theorem 1. 1 we hmJe
~p*[cJ :::;:ApM(2-Pl/Pllfll p.

(ii) If Ch C2,· .. are complex numbers tending to 0 such that ~lI*[cJ is
finite, then the c" are the Fourier coefficients, with respect to the {~,,},

of an fELlI satisfying IIfllll~A/M(1I-2l /1I~«*[cJ.
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In this paper we apply the above theorems to Walsh Fourier coefficients
and give a necessary and sufficient condition that a certain sequence of
numbers should be the Walsh Fourier coefficients of a function in
some L'.

2. Main results

We first give the Walsh versions of the theorems 1. 1 and 1. 2.
Consider the Walsh functions {w.. } , n = 1, 2, , of orthonormal and

uniformly bounded, Iw.. (x) I= 1, over an interval [0, 1).
Given a sequence of numbers Cl, Cz, ... we write

~"",[c]= CE ICk I,(2k.+1),-Z} 11',
It

where k1 is the natural number which satisfies 2kl ;;:ik<2k1+l for each k
and !i}r, ...*[c] =~"",[c*].

THEOREM 2.1. (i) If fEL'(O, 1), 1<P~2, and if Ch Cz,'" are the
Walsh Fourier coefficients of f with respect to Wh Wz, "', then tB"",[c] is
finite and ~JI,"'[c] ~A,lIfIlJl'

(ii) If given numbers Ch Cz, ... satisfy the condition !i}'1''''[C] <00 for some
q~2, then there is an fEL'1 having the c.. as its Walsh Fourier coefficients
with respect to {w..}, and such that IIfll'1~A/ ~'1,,,,[c]. The function f
is the limit, in L'1, of S,,=ClWl +... +c"w" as n-.oo.

(Hi) Moreover, we may take Aq'=A'1"

Proof. (i) Since 1<'p~2, !i}"",[c] ~!i},[c].

By theorem 1. 1 (i), with M = 1, (i) holds.
(ii) Since q~2, !i}'1[c] ~!i}'1,,,,[c].

By theorem 1. 1 (ii), with M = 1, (ii) holds.

THEOREM 2. 2. (i) Under the hypothesis of theorem 2. 1 (i), we have
,!i}"",*[c] ~A,lIfIlJl'

(ii) If Ch CZ, ... are complex numbers tending to °such that !i}'1''''*[c] is
finite, then the c.. are the Walsh Fourier coefficients, with respect to the
{w..},of an fELq satisfying IIfllq~A/!i}'1''''*[c],

Proof. (i) since 1<P~2, !i}"",*[c] ~!i},*[C].

By theorem 1. 2 (i), with M = 1, (i) holds.
(ii) Since q~2, l2Iq*[cJ:5:l2I'1''''*[c].
By theorem 1. 2 (ii), with M = 1, (H) holds.
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We now give a necessary and sufficient condition that a certain sequence
of numbers should be the Walsh Fourier coefficients of a function in some
Lt'.

Given a sequence Co, Ch C2··· tending to 0, let CO*;;;;;;Cl*;;;;C2*;;;;···be the
sequence ICo I, ICl I, Ic21, ... rearranged in descending order of magnitude.

THEOREM 2.3. (i) A necessary and sufficient condition that numbers
c........O should be, for every variation of their arrangement, the Walsh
Fourier coefficients of a function fELq, q~2, is that !6q, ...*[cJ<oo. If
the condition is satisfied, then for every such f,

IIfllq~A/!6q,...*[c}····· (*)

(ii) A necessary and sufficient condition that the Cn should be, for some
variation of their arrangement, the Walsh Fourier coefficients of an fEL',
I<P~2, is that !6p, ...*[cJ<oo. Moreover, we have, for every such f,

!6p, ...*[cJ ~Al'lIfIlJl······ (**)

The proof is based on the following lemmas.

LEMMA 2.4. ([7J) Suppose f is a non-negative function defined for
x;;;;o. Let r>1 and s<r-l. If fT(x)x' is integrable over (0,00), so

is {x-1F(x)px', where F(x) = f:f dt.

LEMMA 2. 5. If ao~al ~a2;;;;; .. •......0, a necessary and sufficient condition
that the function g (x) = l'anw.. (x) should belong to £T, r>1, is that the
sum ST=l'anT (2n.+1) r-2, where 2n1 ;:;;n<2n.+l, should be finite.

Proof. Let G(x) and H(x) denote, respectively, the integrals of g
and Igl over the interval (O,x). Let An=al+a2+···+an. By B we shall
mean a constant depending at most on r, but not necessarily always the
same.

If gEL, in particular if gEU, the series defining g is S[gJ. So

f
l/2.

G(l{2n) = 0 g(t)dt

f
l/2• ...

= D::::ajwj (t) J dt
o 0
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2"-1

= (E ak) -1/2"
k=O

~2"'a2"_I-l/2"

=a2"-1
~a2"'

ta,/(2"1+1)..-2=[a2r +asrJ (22)..-2+ [a4r+asr+a6r+ a/J (23)"-2+ _
a:;:2

CD

= E a2" 2" (2"+1) r-2
,,=1

CD

~Wr(l/2a) (2a)r-l'2r- 2 .

"=1

CD fl/2"
~~1 ( 0 Ig (t) Idt) r(2") r-l. 2r-2

= f:: Hr(l/2:) (_1_)r-lr 2

,,=1 1/2"

CD f 1/2"-1( H( ) )~:E x r2"-2
a=1 1/2" X

=Bf:(H~x) )r
:i!B( r r 1rJ:,glrdx

=Bf:lglrdx,

by lem.t.n8. 2. 4.
This establishes the necessity of the condition in 2.5.

To show that the condition is sufficient we observe that

Ig(x) I= If::a..w.(x) I
.=0
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II Wlo... that Ig(3:) I :;;;BAa" for ';+1 :S;3:~ i".
Plencefllglrd3:=tJl/2"+ Igl"dx<B.EAz• 2!+i <B.EAz·---\-. and it

o " 0 1/2' S n
remains le show that the last series converges if 8 r<00. 8,.<00 implies
.Ea.rnr-2<00.

Let a(x) denote the function equal to a" forn-1~x<n (n=1,2.···).
and A(3:) the integral of aCt) over (0, x). The inequality .Ea"rnr-2<00
implies that ar(z)z2 is integrable over (0. 00). So (by lemma 2. .. with
s==r-2) is the function {x-1A(x)}rx r-2=Ar(x)x-2•

The integrability of the latter function is equivalent to the convergence of
.EA"rn-2. Hence IAa"rn-2 converges and lemma 2.5 follows.

We are now in a position to prove theorem 2. 3.
(i) That the condition of (i) is sufficient follows from (ii) of theorem

2. 2. whence also we can deduce the inequality (*).
To prove the necessity of the condition, consider the series .Ec,,*flJ,,(x).

Since .Ec,,*w,,(x) belongs to LIl. by lemma 2.5 we see that

l'B"...*[cJ= {.I'(c,,*)r(2"s+1)r-2}1/r<oo, where 2"s~n<2"1+t.

(ii) By (i) of theorem 2. 2, we see that the condition of theorem 2. 3
(ii) is necessary. Moreover, we can deduce the inequality (**).
To prove the sufficiency of the condition, consider the series Ic"*w,, (x).

Since l'Bp, ..*[cJ<oo. by lemma 2.5 Icll*wlI(x) belongs to LP.
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